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Foreword
Dear Community Screening Partner,

How to Choose Documentary
Docs for Change Mobile Theatre Library

We are very excited that you are joining us on the journey of exploring and
educating your community by hosting a screening of one of our selected
documentaries.

How to Choose a Venue

To support you in this partnership we’ve developed a number of
materials and tools:

How to Choose Panelists or Guest Speakers
What to do? Six Weeks in Advance
What to do? Three to Four Weeks in Advance
What to do? Two Weeks in Advance
What to do? One Week in Advance
What to do? A Day Ahead
Sample Event Agenda

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How to Choose a Documentary
Docs for Change Mobile Theatre Library
How to Choose a Venue
How to Choose Panelists or Guest Speakers
What to do? Six Weeks in Advance
What to do? Three to Four Weeks in Advance
What to do? Two Weeks in Advance
What to do? One Week in Advance
What to do? A Day Ahead, and
Sample Event Agenda

If you need any assistance during your planning process please feel free
to contact us via email at mcislanguageservices@gmail.com for additional
information.
Whether this is your first time hosting an event like this, or whether you are
a seasoned series promoter, we want to thank you and share our gratitude
for your e¬fforts. With your help, communities everywhere are beginning
to ¬think critically about issues you care about.
Warm Regards,
Documentaries for Change Team
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INTRODUCTION

2. DOCS FOR CHANGE MOBILE THEATRE LIBRARY

Thank you for choosing to host a community screening.

Our Library currently owns the following licenses:

With this event you are helping to educate and raise awareness, as well as
sharing the incredible stories depicted in our documentaries. Our intention is to provide the tools you need to host a fair and rational conversation about these complex issues. Additional sample materials are included
at the end of this guide and on the website at documentariesforchange.org.

1. HOW TO CHOOSE A DOCUMENTARY
Before choosing a movie, we recommend that you review the synopses
and the trailers of the featured documentaries in our library.
Choose a movie that inspires you, motivates you and gets you thinking.
Your genuine passion for the movie that you choose will shine through in
all of your efforts.
Make sure that the movie you have chosen is relatable and appropriate
for your target audience. Or conversely, if you select the audience based
on the movie, make sure that your audience is appropriate and can easily
relate to the documentary.
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3. HOW TO CHOOSE A VENUE
The choice of venue will depend on your budget, your network and your
skills. Whether it is your home, a local yoga studio community room, a local
movie theater or a birth center, make sure you have adequate space as well
as screening facilities to show the film. You can partner with non-profits
and screen on their premises for free, or use the services of local public
libraries that are usually event-ready places.
Other “details” to keep in mind when choosing your venue are:
• Parking - Make sure you have adequate and clearly marked parking, and
let folks know the nearest bus stop or train station if there is one.
• Room for signage to tape a sign or poster on the front door.
• Furniture, especially tables for you sign-in and outreach tables placed
where they will allow for easy access and audience flow.
• Chairs – do you have enough seats for everyone?
• Lighting – if your screening takes place during the day can you block out
sunlight?
• Food, is it allowed to be served?
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4. HOW TO CHOOSE PANELISTS OR GUEST SPEAKERS
In the spirit of Documentaries for Change, each of our documentaries is
followed by a brief discussion featuring experts in the fields related to the
issues depicted in the movie. The end of the discussion is open to the audience. The purpose of these discussions is to provoke critical thinking and
deepen the impact of the take-away message that the audience can apply
in their daily lives.
Usually, you will opt for two or more expert panelists (or guest speakers)
and one moderator to facilitate the discussion. Here are some guidelines
on how to select appropriate panelists (or guest speakers) and have a successful panel discussion:
• Choose a topic that is directly related to the topic of the documentary.
Keep in mind that the ideal length for a panel discussion is 45 minutes
to one hour. The average length of a documentary is 50-90 min and
your event time should not exceed 2 hours. Some of the newer documentaries are prepackaged with a discussion guide and action guide
to help phrase the topic effectively. For the ones that do not provide a
discussion guide, you must use some creativity and personal judgment
to select and phrase a topic that would be engaging enough to successfully generate a stimulating discussion.
• Once the topic is selected, look for local ‘experts’ who can offer knowledge and/ or relevant personal experience. Do not shy away from
inviting the filmmaker him/herself as a panelist! Our experiences with
filmmakers’ willingness to participate in the screenings are extremely
positive, so the film maker should be your first choice. Additionally you
can scoop social media, news and especially your personal networks to
find people of interest. For more ideas on who to invite as a potential
panellist or guest speaker, please review the backgrounds of some of our
panelists/guest speakers on our website www.documentariesforchange.
org. (Note: the difference between a panelist and a guest speaker is that
panelists have to answer a series of questions posed by the moderator,

whereas a guest speaker can deliver one short speech and answer questions at will.)
• Once you have selected both the topic of the discussion and have also
thought about individuals who you could feature as panelists, it’s time
to make a tentative list of questions. If you have chosen a movie with an
accompanying “Discussion Guide” you can refer to this guide for ideas.
Otherwise, use simple, direct terms and ask questions you are interested
in. What interests you most likely interests other people too, and simple
and direct language will help to facilitate this interest better.
• The next step is to approach the panelists, introduce yourself and the
event, and show them the lists of questions and topics that you plan to
discuss. Please make sure to communicate whether the panelists will
be receiving any remuneration or honorarium for their participation.
Regardless of whether you are offering an honorarium or not, you should
always prepare a small ‘thank-you gift” to present to the panelists at
the end of the event. The size of the gift depends on your budget and
sometimes chocolates do all the work you need although we have experimented with T-shirts, flowers, and donation to a charity of our choice
or the speakers’ choice. You are a host and this is another opportunity to
exercise your creative muscle.
• Finally, unless you are willing to accept this role, choose a reliable and
trustworthy individual who is comfortable with speaking in public to
serve as your moderator. The responsibilities of the moderator would
be to connect with the panelist beforehand and guide the discussion in
an open and all inclusive way, pose questions to the panelists and take
questions from the audience minding the time allocated. Developing
good relationships and extending your networks will help you with planning and executing future events. Event planning is a person to person
business.
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YOU ARE MAKING A DIFFERENCE!

5. WHAT TO DO? SIX WEEKS IN ADVANCE

By hosting a community screening you are helping your
community to stay informed.

Set Your Date/Time
• Find a date and time on the calendar.

You are a facilitator of change and you are making
a difference.
Creating a screening event may be small and can take
place in a private home, or be larger and reach a wider
audience at a local library, place of worship, local theatre,
community center, school campus, yoga studio, etc. If
you would like to host an event at your local theatre, talk
with your local owner who might be open to your ideas
and willing to help with your budgeting. Big or small,
steps are often very similar. You want to keep the
attention of your potential audience focused on the topic
so you will need to communicate often and share
relevant information.
Keep engaging and keep talking before, during and after
the event. Keep facilitating the change you want to see
happening in your world.
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• Confirm your location, whether your home, a local yoga studio community room or a local movie theater. Make sure you have adequate space
as well as screening facilities to show the film. Before choosing a date, be
sure to avoid similar events taking place on the same day. If a compatible
event does occur before your screening, attend that event and hand out
flyers or announce your screening. You may want to consider involving a
few friends to co-host this event with you!
• Confirm your Panelists or guest speakers:
• Send out the confirmed list of questions or the Discussion Guide
to your speaker so he or she fully understands how the post-film
discussion should be facilitated.
• Distribute tasks amongst the guest speakers/panelists/moderators,
so that each is aware of their designated role. For example: the moderator introduces the film and asks the panelists
questions. The moderator also signals the end time for discussion
and takes questions from audience members at the end of the panel
discussion. The panelists are only responsible for providing answers,
but do not facilitate any aspects of the event.
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Partnerships

Your Invitation

You can host a screening on your own, but we encourage you to consider
using this opportunity to build relationships in your community that can
last far beyond this one event.

We recommend using a free electronic invitation service that can track RSVPs, such as Eventbrite (or others like: evite.com, punchbowl.com, meetup.
com, or SureToMeet.com). You can also send emails or text messages.

Invite partners that can lend credibility and promote your screening on list
serves, meetups, websites, and through social media.

Feel free to include a link to the Docs for Change website and movie trailers
and also be prepared to accept 30% more RSVPs than your full capacity is
since some people will fail to show. A sample invitation and instructions for
creating a Facebook event are included at the end of this document.
Invitations should include:

One key to approaching partners is to help them understand how your
screening can spread the word about their cause, business, or build their
membership. Some partners might contribute time, resources, a screening venue, food/beverages, funding, or a guest speaker. Let partners know
that they will be thanked at the event and their marketing materials can
be displayed on your outreach table. You may want to consider if you have
the capacity and interest to promote them on your website or through
your social media such as Facebook and Twitter.

Guest List
You can invite only people you know, or open the event to a broader audience in your community. Invitations should go out to your address list, listservs, Facebook, Twitter and social media groups. Hopefully your partners
also have good lists of individuals likely to be interested.
Invite community members, educators, and neighbors who are parents,
grandparents, aunts, uncles and those with young children.
You can also include faith leaders in your community, local health or
parenting reporters, bloggers, and parents at your children’s schools. Also,
consider inviting friends interested in healthy living.
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• Who, What, Where, When, RSVP date, and type of refreshments served
(ex. light snacks provided)
• Ticket price (if any)
• Name and title of guest speaker
• Directions, parking instructions, including a map link
• Phone number, email and name of contact person
• Encouraging guests to walk, bike, take public transit or carpool to the
screening (include “carpooling” discussion board on your Facebook event
page)

Get the Word Out – Promoting Your Screening
Social Media: Facebook, Twitter, other social media sites and blogs are
some of the most e¬ffective ways to reach people. Be sure to include a link
so folks can view the trailer, or embed the trailer from our website. We also
encourage you to create a Facebook Event page for your screening (see
information at the end of this guide or find instructions online by clicking
here: https://www.facebook.com/help/events/create).

DFC Mobile Theatre
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Local Media
Post your screening on local calendar listings, blogs and websites. You
can also contact print media in your area. To promote your event to local
media, download and personalize THE GREATER GOOD’s press release
template (available on the Screenings page of our website).
Remember, if you plan to have a guest speaker for a discussion after the
screening be sure to include their name, credentials and affiliation. Some
local public radio stations will announce public events free and list screenings in their online calendars. Some local newspapers will print a notice at
no charge when space permits.

6. WHAT TO DO? THREE TO FOUR WEEKS IN ADVANCE
Find Volunteers
Find some reliable friends or volunteers to help with your screening, they’ll
make your life easier!
• Arrange for two people to be in charge of food and beverages before (if
you are providing them), during and after the screening.

• “Light refreshments will be provided” in case you plan to provide
food or snacks
With permission, post your fliers on community announcement boards, in
community centers, coffee shops, book stores, local theatres, libraries or
other places of interest.

Resend Invitations
Invitations are normally sent 6 weeks prior (save the date, with fewer details), four, three, two weeks and, finally, a few days prior to the event.
At 4 and 3 weeks prior resend your invitations via email, or a web service
and attach the poster you created. Make sure you remind Facebook and
Twitter friends about your Facebook event page and ask them to share.

7. WHAT TO DO? TWO WEEKS IN ADVANCE
Food & Beverages

• Arrange for one person to help you at the check-in table, o¬ffer nametags and be a greeter.

Plan all food and drink items you will serve at the screening the better the
snacks are, the better the party! You can have a very small budget or bake
your own cookies, but food helps as an ice breaker and should be introduced as often as possible.

• Create fliers and posters. These can be created either in Word or any
other software. Your flier or poster should contain

Materials

•
•
•
•
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Time and date of the event
A few sentences about the topic of the movie
Names of any special guests or panelists
The discussion topic or question
DFC Mobile Theatre

Two weeks prior to the event all materials should be finalized, specifically:
• Promotional Materials: posters, sign-in table, handouts, business cards,
etc.
DFC Mobile Theatre
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• Technical equipment: laptop, copy of movie either on hard drive, DVD,
etc., microphones for the discussion (projector, speakers, pull-down
screen if necessary)
• Food: trays of food, disposable cups, plates, utensils, napkins, other
plates to present and distribute the food
• Other: gifts for the panelists, pens for guests to sign up and fill out evaluation forms
• Forms: sign-in sheets, evaluation forms
• Marketing: handouts, promotional materials, movie poster, calendar of
future screenings (if any)
• Call for action sheet (if your screening is affiliated to petition signing)

Set the Agenda
Confirm guest speaker(s) who will introduce the film and/or lead the discussion and make the call for action.

• Call, text and/or email people who were invited to remind them about
the show.
• Print sign-in sheets if you’d like to use them at your event.
• Check-in with the venue to assure proper setup, etc.
• Secure all food and drink you will serve.

9. WHAT TO DO? ONE DAY IN ADVANCE
•
•
•
•
•

Send final email or Evite/Punchbowl reminder
Send final reminder on Facebook Event page
Reminder to guest speaker(s)
Last check-in with screening venue to assure proper setup, etc.
Check A/V equipment.

SAMPLE EVENT AGENDA

Confirm the time, date, and location with your guest speaker. Ask the
guest speaker how they would like to be introduced, so you can be prepared.

1. Arrival, sign in – 20 minutes
2. Welcome, Introductions – 5 minutes
3. Documentary – 50 minutes
4. Discussion – 20 minutes
5. Call for action – 5 minutes
6. Wrap up – 5 minutes

8. WHAT TO DO? ONE WEEK IN ADVANCE

ARRIVAL AND SIGN-IN

Reconfirm

• Audiovisual – At least one hour before your screening, do a final check
on all audiovisual equipment. Test everything even if you’ve checked
it before.

Check in With Your Guest Speaker/ Moderator

• Email reminder to volunteers helping with check-in, and food/beverages
about their report times and duties.
• Finalize prep of information packets if you plan to print any. You can
remind guests who want to delve deeper into the issue to visit relevant
websites.
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• Sign-in Table – Lay out name tags, pens and sign-in sheets.
• Outreach Table – Lay out materials available on the Screenings Section
DFC Mobile Theatre
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of our Website. This includes our FAQ, Fast Facts and Fact Check
documents.

WELCOME & INTRODUCTIONS

2. Have a computer or tablet nearby so guests can join the Facebook page
and Twitter.
3. Letter writing – Encourage guests to write letters to their elected officials
and prepare as many pre-addressed stamped envelopes as you have number of guests.

Greet each person who comes through the door with a smile.
When everyone is settled, introduce yourself, welcome everyone, and
thank your volunteers, the guest speakers if you have any, each partner
and everyone who came to the event. This goes a long way to making
people feel like they are doing something worthwhile. Tell the audience
briefly why you felt compelled to share the documentary with them.
Refer to a recent related news story/current event so guests understand
the timeliness of this issue. Our Facebook page always has pertinent stories and issues. If you have a guest speaker(s), introduce them. Introduce
them, dim the lights and without further ado, show the film.

WRAP UP & POST - EVENT MANAGEMENT
Consider sending guests thank you notes or emails within 2-3 days of your
screening; remind them of calls to action and to sign-up to our email list.
Send thank you emails to guest speaker(s) and partners. Send us photos
from the screening along with testimonials, ‘ah ha’ moments, and feedback.

DISCUSSION
The documentary films in our library can raise a wide range of emotions,
questions and concerns from the audience. If possible, turn the lights on
gradually.
The rule of thumb is to provide guidance and resources to ensure a
productive conversation and help you navigate provocative questions and
controversial comments from the audience.

CALL FOR ACTION
1. For guests with smart phones, share Facebook, Twitter and our website
so they can comment about the film now.
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